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Meg and Dia make a special musical
apperance at SJSU, page 3

Bill would
categorize
hazing as
a crime
By Phil Bennett
Daily Ma if Writer
A bill on the governor’s desk
would broaden and toughen antihazing laws, if passed, a move that
campus and Greek Life officials
said would complement their existing zero-tolerance policies.
"I think the question is not
whether hazing should be prohibited, but whether it should be further criminalized, as this bill does:
said Mona Lynch, a chair in the
justice studies department at San
Jose State University.
The bill, referred to as "Man’s Law:
is named after Matt Carrington, a
21 -year-old Chico State University
student who died as a result of water
intoxication while pledging Chi Tau
fraternity in February 2005, according to RecordNET.com.
"It moves the hazing prohibition
from the education code to the penal code and expands liability to
non-students who are involved in
hazing that is the ’loop hole’ being closed by the bill: Lynch said.
Matt’sLawwilldefinewhatisconsidered hazing, and the degrees of potential punishment, accordingtothe Daily
Californian.
"The bill also makes hazing that
results in serious physical or psychological injury or death into a
felony, so the new law makes a more
serious category of hazing than the
existing law does: Lynch said.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, the director
of counseling, has been working at
SJSU for 39 years and has seen the
psychological effects that hazing
has on students.
"I think that it’s harmful," Sivertsen said. "It’s really destructive
and has the potential to be very
discriminating:’
Its engagement can be attributed
to peer pressure, Sivertsen said.
"Hazing goes on the assumption
that people can’t be loyal to a group
without enduring this form of bullying: Sivertsen said.
Students agree that hazing does
not belong in any organization, and
that its presence conflicts with the
purpose of such groups.
"Fraternities and sororities are a
means to network with others and
develop individually: said Carlo Mecozzi, a business management major.
"There will always be people and organizations that participate in different practices, but fraternities and sororities in their true form without
hazing area positive thing:
Some students say there are a few
organizations that practice hazing.
"Regardless of what laws prohibit
hazing or what an organizations’ National Bylaws say, there will always
be groups that interpret practices
separately: said Ann Grabowski, a
liberal studies major. "Fraternities
and sororities who participate in
hazing cannot be compared to those
chapters who do not the amount
of true Greek organizations do outweigh the bad:’
Administrators do not recognize such a distinction.
"Any activity that contributes to
the organization and individual’s
sense of belonging should be allowed, but hazing generally refers to
harmful behavior," said Sivertsen.
The governor is due to make a
decision on the bill by Saturday.

Guest column: Resources available at
SJSU to help prevent suicide, page 2

Creating a racquet with the
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Development center teaches students as well as providing child care

Study links
drinking
with pay
Social drinkers may be paid more
By Kepi Downey
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Daniel, a toddler in the Child Development Laboratory, plays with some modeling clay Wednesday afternoon

Hide and go learn
By Lalee Sadighi
Datly Slall II ’viler
The Child Development Practicum
class allows students from the child
and development department an opportunity to work directly with preschool children and get hands-on experience in a classroom environment
while working on their degree.
"The campus laboratory preschool
is a rare opportunity for students to get
to know before hand whether or not
they’ll later enjoy working with children: said Paula Leblanc, who supervises the preschool lab.
Gabriella Gonzales, a senior majoring in child and adolescent development said the class is a prerequisite for
all students in the department, whether
they later want to work with preschool
kids or with adolescents.
"I want to work with troubled teenagers after I graduate and help them
deal with the difficult situations in
their life: Gonzales said. "But working with small kids is fun and I am really surprised at how many things they
know at age three."
Gonzales, and the other 25 students
enrolled in the class this semester,
spend two afternoons or mornings a
week in the preschool lab located on
campus across from Clark Hall and
Dwight Bentel Hall.
The preschool lab operates from

lose State
y prtitcssor co-authored
A
a study (hat Mond/
Idl:k rs earn 10 to 14
peri.ent more than nondrinkers.
"Well, the standard account is
that drinking is necessarily had
for you:. said Ldward stringham,
an assos late pill C’.’.’! It ci.onomks at SISU who vii wrote the study
"No Booze? You May 1 oose."
Stringham said Iris co-author.
Bethany Peters. who is an econo- EDWARD STRINGNAM
mist with nab us iroup in Dallas. found that drinkers earn more money. Stringham said he was surprised by that result, and it
encouraged them to conduct the study.
"Well, I would not have guessed that drinkers
earn that much money," Stringham said. "I would
have believed the vonventional wisdom that maybe
drinking is somellUng people do for fun:’
The study was based tin the co-author’s "General
iI ’viii sui vet; which w,is a national survey that
polled 10,000 people. Some of the various questions
were about demographivs, salary, alcohol consumpsee

I
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Association
helps find jobs
Nonprofit assists in internships

Emilio plays at the Child Development Laboratory on Wednesday
Monday to Ihur.dat and enrolls Aildren from ages 2 through 5 in two different programs: toddlers, age two, and
a multiage gritty, ages ; to 5.
Each class has it int In kids and Mur
student -teachers supervised by Leblanx,
who worked as a presshool teacher for
ten years prior to instructing the class.
"It is quite hard to add Cl 1A1) 160 (the
class) because we t.an only take about
24 students per semester," said Leblanc,
"and so most sir student -teachers get in
the class by their senior year:’
The student- teav hers work with

Leblam in trying to develop the diii
dren’s re,itive minds amd problem
soh mg skills through artist’, activities,
(Iranian, plays and scieme, a.ording
to I eblan,
-We try .11 much as possible to let
the children liaise whkh Amities
they want to do:’ Leblant said.
teav h them to make decisions and use
words instead of their hands ;, hen they
get m lights. We want them to learn to
make good dev isions."
see

CESTITR, page -I

By Mary Beth !fish*
Mil,/ Stati ilyrder
Members of the .Association for the International
Exchange tit Students in I.:contain,. and Commerce
orientation meeting
will be hosting a new
’Ihursday at 8 p.m. in the Cosi iii iii room of the
Student Union.
Reception coordinator for the regional chapter,
Ashley Brackmann, said that the association is a
non-profit organization that helps create and coordinate internships tor college students and recent
graduates.
"Imagine building a global network where you
travel to a foreign t ount r v and have someone you
can call with a place to sin," Brackmann said.
Brackmann, who graduated from San lose State
University in May 2005 with a bachelor’s degree in
see ASSOCIATION. page 4

Lecturer finds a beat in the local music scene
By Michael Geslani
Dady Stall II

When San Jose Stare University
lecturer Joe Hodge was 6 yeas old,
his older brother had a drum set
that sat in the corner and fascinated him.
He wanted to play but he
didn’t know how, and his older
brother wouldn’t let him unless he
learned.
"All my brothers and sisters are
musicians: Hodge said. "But my
brother, my middle brother, was a
drummer and he had a drum set
in the house when I was six years
old, this big blue beautiful sparkling drum set that sat in the corner. He didn’t want me to just be
banging on it, but if I learned how

to play it he said I could play it:’
The Memphis, Tenn. native
played at Gordon Biersch Brewary
restaurant Sunday in it’s outdoor
dining area.
When not banging his drums
with this band, Hodge has been
teaching students at SIM.) how to
play the instrument since 1993.
"It’s a wonderful musical envi
ronment to be in (with Hodge):
said Greg Burgest, saxophonist
with the band that played Sunday.
The band he performed with
has plenty of respect for the man
who’s been playing for decades.
"It’s lots of fun: said bassist
Rick Gray. "We’ve all been playing
professional for quite a tinv years."
Hodge graduated from the Uni

versity of Tenne,see and in 1980
decided Ii (1/1111: ii 5151’, where
he re, med is mast vi’s degree in
music pertormame III I983.
For the next I years, Hodge
performed with numerous performers.
"1 was tortunate to play in a
hand twin San Franeiskii called
the Waldo! ma All Stars I. and they
(Califon, la All ’stars) bat Led many
numerons slitr s like T hut k Berry
and Sam Moore.- I lodge said. "I
still play with all those at is and
for the next ten years, 1 just toured
the world with other groups and
with some la,/ groups."
Hodge has developed quite a
resume playing with the likes of
see
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Joe Hodge, lecturer of music and dance, plays with a jazz cornbo on the outside
patio of Gordon Biersch in downtown San Jose on Sunday afternoon.
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Although the world is full of suffering, it is also full of the overcoming of it.
Helen Keller

CRUNCH TIME

There is no one correct way of writing, just different styles
Journalism majors are not English majors.
Yes, this is a really obvious statement, but I have
had enough friends who are English majors who
seem to think that the two are related.
Conversations usually begin with them telling me
that there were mistakes in the paper, most of which
are correct. From there, I am usually criticized for
the way we compose an article, particularly the one
sentence paragraph.
This begins an argument that starts with me telling
them that we prefer shorter paragraphs for readability, and they counter with what is correct, according
to their English classes.
It all ends with us calling each other names, all in
fun of course, and eventually finding another topic
that we all can agree on.
Sure, at least newspaper and magazine people have
some similarities in that we all write. We both try to
be sticIders for the correct usages of words and grammar, and we try to craft literary pieces to be readable
and enjoyable for the readers.
But that is where we split.
I’ll grant you English majors that there are a few
things in newspapers and magazines that break the
normal rules of essay writing.
For those who don’t know the intricacies of the
journalism field, what we are attempting to do is relay
information packaged in a way that is understandable

for most people.
To that end, the most important information is
placed high up, followed by details that are important
for a complete story but the reader doesn’t always
need in order to understand the basics.
Our goal is to make it easy for the reader to access
the information and keep them interested through
the end of the article.
We accomplish this by keeping paragraphs short and to the
point, interspersing graphics and
photos and keeping the gray to a
minimum.
One way we keep the gray levels
low is making paragraphs one
sentence, sometimes two.
DEMO BARBERA
Of course, everyone is taught to
write paragraphs with about five sentences. Sometimes the paragraphs are less, and sometimes they are
more, but rarely are they one sentence, unless you are
making a dramatic point.
In print, we are taught that keeping paragraphs to
one sentence will keep the reader interested.
The other deviation we take from normal essay
writing, as noted above, is putting the most important information up high, in what we call an inverted
pyramid.
Most English classes teach the five -paragraph es-

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit
Information in writing to DBH 209.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.The deadline for entries is
noon, three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of
submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
For more information, contact Jo Farb Hernandez at
(408) 924-4328.

TODAY
Concert Series
A part of the listening hour celebration titled
"Celebrating Seventeenth Century Music" with
voice, violin, flute, piccolo, trumpet and percussion
from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information, contact Joan
Stubbe at (408) 924-4649 or e-mail
jstubbegemail.sjsu.edu.

School of Art and Design
Students art reception in Galleries 2, 3, 5, 8,
Herbert Sanders and Black Gallery from 6 to 8 p.m.
in the Art building and Industrial Studies building.
For more information, call the Gallery
Office at (408) 924-4330.
WEDNESDAY

American Red Cross Blood Drive
Start the school year by donating blood from
11 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Umunhum room in the
Student Union. For more information, e-mail
Che Angkham at vpservice@gmail.com.
Choosing a Major
The Career Center will present a Choosing a
Major workshop from noon to 1 p.m. in the Career
Center Modular Unit F. For more information,
contact Evelyn Castillo at (408) 924-6031.
September Brown Bag Session
Professor Rona T. Halualani, faculty-in residence for diversity, will share her findings from
her three-year research project on how SJSU students define and construct the notion of diversity
and intercultural interaction from noon to 1:15 p.m.
in the Instructional Resource Center room 101. For
more information, contact Alissa Levey at
(408) 924-2303 or e-mail cfd@sjsu.edu.

Associated Students
The Associated Students Board of Directors
encourages students and staff to attend meetings
at 3 p.m. in the Ohlone room of the student union.
For more information, contact Jessica Hernandez at
(408) 924-6410 or e-mail jhernandez@as.sjsu.edu.
Red Cross Film Festival
The Santa Clara Valley chapter of the American
Red Cross presents "The World Around You" to
raise local awareness of global humanitarian issues
through the cinematic experience at 6:15 p.m. in the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library room 225.
For more information, e-mail Jose Posadas
posadasj@usasedcross.org.
Afghanistan lecture
Learn about the history of Afghanistan from
history professor Jonathan Roth from 1:30 to
2:45 p.m. in the Engineering building room 189. For
more information, e-mail Annette Nellen at
anellen@sjsu.edu.

Study Abroad
Attend the Study Abroad information meeting
and find out about more options for the program
from 2 to 3 p.m. in the Pacheco room in the Student
Union. For more information, contact Lisa Baum at
(408) 924-6057 or e-mail lbaum@sjsu.edu.

Counseling Services
An anxiety management group will meet from
12:30 to 2 p.m. in the Administration building room
201. For more information, contact Amanda Fargo
or David Emmert at (408) 924-5910.

Tuesday Night Lecture Series
Attend an installment of the lbesday Night
Lecture Series titled "Foldback: Sound, Motion, Vision, Sound" with Ed Osborn detailing the
conceptual background and development of his
work from 5 to 6 p.m. in the Art building room 133.

Catholic Mass
All are welcomed to the table for an inclusive
feminist Catholic Mass led by Roman Catholic
woman priest Victoria Rue at 5:15 p.m. in the
Spartan Memorial. For more information, e-mail
Victoria Rue at victoria@victoriarue.com.
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Organizations are available on
campus to help grieving students
When I saw last week’s headline, "Woman falls to
death off 10th Street garage" by Kris Anderson, my
heart dropped to the pit of my stomach. I felt queasy.
That’s just a short walk from my South Ninth Street
apartment.
How many of you have thought of "snuffing it"
as Alex from "Clockwork Orange" might say
this very moment?
Statistically, females tend to opt for sleeping pill
overdoses, whereas males tend to shoot themselves,
according to the American Red Cross First Aid CPR
Instructor 2001.
When I turned 19. my dad got into a freak industrial accident, and the fingers of his right hand were
mangled in an industrial blender.
The family was afraid of what the future might
bring.
Will dad lose his job? Will we lose the house?
What’s going to become of us? Can I still go to college’?
I thought how my life would change. I felt very
afraid.
I’ve always been scared of cleaning out the grass
clippings from underneath the lawnmower blade
when I mowed the lawn and could only guess the
horrible pain my dad experienced.
As my dad rested in the hospital after the failed
surgery to reattach his lingers and subsequent amputation to prevent gangrene, I grieved. I grieved for
dad’s loss.
I grieved for my loss.
Then my cousin James did something unthinkable.
At my dad’s side, he did a comedy routine.
He mimed out the accident!
The family gasped and looked at my dad for his
reaction. I expected volcanic anger for such disrespect.
Instead, at that moment, dad surprised us all by
being the first to laugh. It wasn’t just a chuckle either. lie let loose a laugh so hard that his eyes teared
up.
James is alive today because the family showed
patience and willingness to wait to see how the depressed person would react.
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I’m sure other male relatives were wondering if
James could use a g(xxi baseball bat applied to the
kneecaps.
Instead, James made us all laugh and shed some
tears at the same time.
Today, my dad is working again, even using his
rehabilitated hand to turn the barbecue every so often
before the chicken turns black on the outside.
I must note, though, that my dad’s signature barbecue still is raw on the inside.
Sorry, dad.
All in all, from the viewpoint of a social worker
counseling and ministering to 17- to 23 -year-olds,
I’ll say this today as a San Jose State University
MBA student and fellow Campus Village B Irniversity Housing resident: Hang in there.
When you think you can’t possibly get through
the day, you just might.
For undergraduates and graduate students alike,
there is help right here on campus for the grieving
process and for a listening car when life seems too
hard.
By phone you can contact:
Toll Free 24.7
1 -800-St TICIDE (1-800-784-2433)
1 -800-273 -TALK (1-800-273-8255)
Emergency Room 911
Walk directly into the emergency room and tell
triage how you feel (i.e. "I am severely depressed
and I want to kill myself.")
Before you take action to attempt suicide, sleep on
it first. You may have an entirely different perspective on things the following morning.
Delay your decision to end your life. Let someone
know that you’ve been considering suicide. Maybe
you just need to talk it out. Maybe someone can suggest a solution for what’s bothering you.
Be expected somewhere tomorrow. Here are some
ideas: playing racquetball in the Sports Club, ballroom dancing in Spartan Complex room 89 or eating
in the Joe West dining commons.
Renee Lam is a graduate student in business
administration. Guest columns appear every Tuesday
and Wednesday.
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ent stories that don’t take that obvious spin.
As an editor of a student newspaper, where the
staff members may be embarking into the world of
journalism for the first time, I often am telling the
writers that they are to unlearn certain habits from
English classes. And those habits are hard ones to
break, especially for me in the beginning days of my
writing career.
When I first began to write, I had not had a journalism class, and my only real knowledge was from
English writing. Looking back, those stories would
have been preferred by those English friends of mine,
but drove my editor nuts.
During the past four years. I have grown and have
become a better newspaper writer.
I know that this style of writing is not always preferred by those high-minded English students who
are aspiring to become the defenders of the proper
use of the language.
I know those students will not be convinced by
this column, but what I hope is that they can better
appreciate the jobs that we do here.
Perhaps we can all one day live in peace. Journalists are appreciative of the English language and have
respect for those who are able to craft it well, I just
hope that English majors can do the same thing.
Cheeto Barrera is the Spartan Daily executive editor. "Crunch Time" appears every Tuesday.
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say. Essays start with the introduction, which begins
with a broad statement and leads to the crux of the
argument: the thesis.
The introduction is then followed by supporting
paragraphs, which serve as the meat of the argument.
These are long paragraphs that attempt to provide
evidence in favor of the argument and are full of the
writer’s opinion.
Essays conclude with a paragraph that wraps them
in nice little bows, usually summing up the entire
argument the writer was making. News writing, on
the other hand, just presents the facts.
As journalists, we let our sources do the talking
and never let our voices come into an article, unless it
is an opinion piece or is otherwise labeled as a review
or analysis.
One complaint that my friends give me is that the
writing is too straightforward. My response to them
is that we can only go so far.
The intent of a reporter is to present the facts in a
way that shows all sides fairly and accurately, without
becoming biased.
Some could point to television news networks,
such as Fox News, and say that journalism is becoming more of an advocacy.
The network news stations are the exception, not
the rule. What newspaper writers do, that is often to
the annoyance of my English -major friends, is pres-
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The Spartan Daily is a public forum.

OPINION PAGE POLICY
Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an
Issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed In the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, send by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at apartandaily0
casasjau.edu or mail to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensue of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or &MU.
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Week of Sept. 26
SAN JOSE

Thursday:
Keith Anderson, Club Rodeo

Wednesday:
Lunasa, Le Petit ’flotation Theatre

Saturday:
"Download Festival; Shoreline
Amphitheatre

Saturday: Carlos Mencia, Civic
Auditorium

Four Tet blends genres in remixes
By Adam Browns
Daily Staff Winter
Kieran Hebden’s clever remix
compact disc of several musical
pieces is a blend of techno house
music, hip-hop and alternative
rock.
The primary theme through: sr

MUSE

REVIEW

out the first disc is a techno beat
that Hebden compiled and is what
makes the album worth listening
to. The second disc consists of remixes inspired by his work
Lars Horntveth’s "Tics" is a random collection of techno sounds
with drums and bells that picks
up-tempo, reaches a crescendo and
ends in a soft finale.
Experimental rock group Radiohead’s song, "Skttrbrain," is turned
into an incoherent but jumpy remix.
A vocalist mumbles while bass
drums and keyboard are played to
set a rhythmic good mood.
Like "Tics:’ His Name Is Alive’s
"One Year" is joyful with the same
tempo leading to a strong middle
beat and a softer ending beat. The
original band had been known for
psychedelic rhythm and blues, evident in the remix.
Madvillain has two remix pieces
"Money Folder:’ a hip-hop and
rock fusion about having money,
and "Great Day:’ a bouncier techno
hip-hop piece about a day in his life.
Sia’s "Breathe Me" also has a techno beat, but with an added female
vocalist who is incoherent, like the
male vocalist in "Skttrbrain." Such
an odd blend of sounds is almost
without description.
Techno band Aphex Twin’s

"Untitled" remix comes from the
movie soundtrack to "Saw 2," invoking the horror genre with cries
and frantic music to create a creepy
horror mood.
Bonobo’s "Pick Up" and Rothko’s
"Roads Become Rivers" remixes is
are light musical pieces have similar up-tempo beats, and they bring
up feelings of movement.
Folk singer Beth Orton’s "Carmella" starts out as a whimsical and
twisted blend of techno, guitar, keyboard, clapping and other noises
to illustrate a bizarre hyper sensual
encounter. It doesn’t seem to fit with
the other songs because she sings
and talks about sex, and the others
don’t even imply any innuendo.
The next is rock group Bloc Party’s "So Here We Are" remix wherein a tenor mumbles over soft chords
on synthesizer and keyboard. The
crying noises return as the tenor appears to be lovelorn, but it’s hard to
tell who he’s in love with, or why.
Techno band Pole’s "Heim" is remixed into a soft lullaby in techno
cadence. The group uses wooden
instruments to convey a unique
sound that will conjure thoughts of
rest.
On the second disc, the music is
a reflection of the remixes on the
first, as a tribute to Hebden and to
techno music and hip-hop. It’s not
as strong on the techno theme as
the previous disc.
Various artists remixed versions of the piece "A Joy:’ a techno
and hip-hop fusion song. The first
is jumpy Percee P’s bass-pounding version, which is closest to the
original.
The second is a remix using odd
feedback noises in addition to the
tempo.
The third is the version by Battles,
which infuses a Latin beat into it.
When the fourth version by Kou-

shik is presented, it doesn’t sound
anything like the original, and it is
virtually background noise.
Two versions of "As Serious As
Your Day:’ one by hip-hop artist
Jay Dee and the other a remix, are
so different that neither resemble
each other, and it’s not really evident
what is so serious about the original
song, let alone the remixes.
Hip-hop artist Manitoba’s redo
of "Hilarious Movie of the 1990s"
carries the hip-hop techno beat of
the others, and it is carried into a
second version by hip-hop artist
Koushik
Both are references to a movie
soundtrack, but unfortunately, the
artists have so changed it that they
never give a hint as to which movie
it is they’re rapping about.
The Icarus remix of "My Angel
Rocks Back and Forth" is a techno
piece that utilizes everything from
chimes to clanking glasses to conversations between highly synthesized men talking on a street. It is
so bizarre as to defy classification
as a techno song.
Sa Ra Creative Partners’ remix of "Sun Drums and Soil" is a
hip-hop/techno number with two
vocalists, a man and woman who
are mumbling over elaborate synthesized music, and it is a common
theme on this CD set.
Isambard Khroustaliov’s "First
Thing/Chia" is similar to the other
pieces using synthesizer and keyboard, but with an added video
game playing track
Boom Bip’s remix of "No More
Mosquitoes" is the most bizarre
piece on the CD, with the skittering
sounds of flying insects and skittering bugs interlaced with a childlike
voice saying the song title.
"All reviews are based on a five ’star’
rating system.
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Sister duo serenades SJSU

DREW CARLASCIO/ DAILY STAFF

perform as Meg and Dia on Friday afternoon in the Student

Dia Frampton left, and her sister Meg playing guitar
Union Amphitheater.

Student Union is pit stop on way to ’The Cave’
underground band trying to make it Into the mainstream, they have proven themselves worthy.
To put it in a metaphorical sense, the performance
may not have included all the food groups, but it sure
did satisfy a musical craving.
Meg, the main songwriter of the group, said that
her lyrical inspiration comes from the two "I:’ words:
REVIEW
love and literature.
"I love English or British literature written in the
Quirky lyrics such as these, along with unique
beats created by the strings of two acoustic guitars and 18th and 19th centuries:’ Meg said. "’Monster: the first
a bass, were the prevalent sounds of Friday’s concert song off our new album ’Something Real: is about ’East
of Eden: written by Steinbeck. and the song ’Indiana’
with Meg and Dia at San Jose State University.
Meg Frampton. the guitarist and back-up vocal- is about the book ’Indiana: by George Sand:’
Meg said that the power of some literature is so
ist, and Dia Frampton, the lead vocalist, were making
their way to "The Cave" for a scheduled tour show that deep that it can be expressed beautifully in a song.
I, for one, second that because the words and lyrics
night, but made a quick pit stop to give SJSU onlookare very thought provoking and spark interest.
ers a free taste of their music.
And if that isn’t good enough, you can at least give
Ill had to classify the band into a musical genre, it
them credit for landing a spot on, "Last Call With Carwould be "edgy pop:’
When I first listened to the album, "Something son Daly:. nearly a week ago.
"Talk about nerves:’ Dia said. "It was our first teleRear I wasn’t impressed with the music. The sound
resembled a twist between the female vocals of Mi- vision appearance and you’re constantly wondering
what people are going to think of you, but it turned
chelle Branch and the poetic lyrics of Anna Natick.
I felt as though a little more originality needed out really good and Carson made us feel really comto stem in order to gain a respectable reputation of fortable:’
After conquering Carson Daly and the West Coast,
unique.
However, after hearing the songs live, my perspec- it will be time to conquer their next goal: getting their
music out around the world.
tive changed.
"We’re constantly changing and adding new band
The music lyrics hit me harder when heard live,
than on my screeching stereo with burnt -out speak- members to change our sound," Meg said. "That’s the
thing about this business, you have to constantly reiners.
The live performance surprised me with power- vent yourself"
But whether you love them or hate them, there will
ful and emotionally driven melodies and lyrics, along
with the female vocal harmonies that mimicked de- always be one constant: This sound, this single dynamic
noise which fuses together all these unique and personlectable sirens.
The four-person band that originated in Salt Lake alized influences to create one band. Meg and Dia.
So if you happen to come across a Meg and Dia
City, had a lot to offer in terms of talent, entertainment
show or their album, perhaps have a listen, you just
and product.
I wouldn’t jive and rag about the show, but for an might like what you hear.
By Heather Driscoll
Dady Staff Ii ’ater
"There’s bathtubs ... full of glow-tlies. Bathe in Kerosene. Their words tattooed in his veins:’
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ASSOCIATION- Students can travel abroad
Continued from page I
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Keeping the beat
Rojiros, a San Jose resident, plays the auchio drum on the Plaza de Cesar E.
Chavez on Wednesday. Rojiros goes to the plaza every day to play his drum.

HODGE- Worked
with Chuck Berry
antinited

POge 1

( :Mick Berry. (-Johnny B. (oode")
and ’situ MJJoie. c’s.uil Mau"). But
II lisT Ile worked with
flhel’Ile’
who he sa s had meaning to his
late Babatunde
drumming. is is
tlatutut.
I lodge started
ludving
Alt i
iiiAmen, an
in
drumming
years ago and was
able to reLord an
album with ( ha
tun*
Olatunii is a
world- re now TI
Ankan drum
liter who has
sold millions til I ecot us and won
a Grammy Award. His first album,
"Drums oi Passion: sold more
than 5 million copies and was the
first genuine album to bring African music to the west. according to
Olatunti’s Welt site.
"I got h. do an album with him
and I %Sas WA so impressed with

1 hen in 1993. Hodge decided to
cut his touring in half because he
started teaching at SJSU and because his wife became pregnant.
"I basically didn’t want to be
on the road because my wife got
pregnant and I didn’t want to
come home in six months and my
daughter would
be scared of me
Hodge said. "So
I wanted to be
home with my
kids."
One audience
member who was
in attendance to
see Hodge said
he praises his
work.
"lies a very good drummer: said
Eddie Gale, a trumpet player who
was in attendance Sunday. "(Hodge
is) one of the major drummers in
the Bay Area:
Today Hodge finds himself still
going out on tour.
"I’m going to be playing in
China in October and I play
in New York every December:
Hodge said. "l’his one promoter
from Philadelphia really likes
my drumming so he asked me to
come back there and do a bunch
of stuff."

"He’s a very good
drummer. (Hodge is) one
of the major drummers in
the Bay Area."
Eddie Gale,
trumpet player

the
"Ihs

was

Ile

phleed:
1e.15

!lodge

said.

Mole spiritual

and passionate. It was ahout telling
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psychology, said the San Jose chapter has been on campus since the
early 1970s and provides support
systems for visiting, work-abroad
students and assists its members
in finding internships around the
world that are suited to their career goals.
Julie Tran, who is majoring in
business administration, completed a four-month internship in
Stuttgart, Germany this past December.
"I came back and thought to
myself, ‘What am I doing here?"
Tran said.
Tran said the experience was a
little scary at first, not knowing the
language and with fear of the unknown, but said all of the memories are good.
"It changed my perspective on
life as to what I want to do: Tran
said.
When she arrived in Stuttgart,
Tran said that local chapter members of the association helped her
find housing, set up a bank account, deal with the country’s social security system and showed
her how to get to work.
"The local AIESEC chapter will
help you find accommodations:
Brackmann said. "When (you)
first arrive, you may need to stay
at a hostel or at an AIESEC member’s place until a more permanent

place can be secured."
Tran said she shared a fourbedroom apartment with student
interns from Russia. Turkey and
Brazil.
"They’re like family to me,"
Tran said.
San Jose chapter president
Christina Rozul, an advertising
major, joined the organization six
months ago to get involved with
campus activities and build a network of contacts.
Rozul said that participation
helps break down animosities toward people in other countries.
"You spend five hours with
someone and they become your
best friend for life she said.
Rozul said chapter members
support the 10 to 15 students who
are interning in the Bay Area from
abroad and help acclimate them to
American culture.
San Jose chapter members have
also interned in China, India,
Egypt, Turkey, France, Australia,
Italy and other countries, according to Brackmann.
Brackmann said a few student
interns were unhappy with their
experiences, but said the problems
stemmed from misunderstandings between the employer’s and
student’s expectations. Brackmann
said that AIESEC mediated the
problems.
Former chapter president Anh
Nguyen now handles the arrange-

All of the internships are paid,
except for the community development sector, but Nguyen said
that the non -governmental organizations cover a student’s housing
and living expenses.
There are many different companies that have established contracts with AIESEC, according to
Brackmann.
Brackmann said the organiments and makes contacts for zation works closely with CEOs
students wishing to work abroad, front companies such as Pricehelping with visas and culturally waterhouseCoopers Kraft Foods
preparing students for travel to International, Sun Microsystems.
MasterCard International and
another country.
Nguyen said that students Hewlett-Packard.
Brackmann said that each
browse the organization’s database to find the internships that country has a set tninimum salary
are available in the country they that is established by a national
would like to visit, and then apply staff that coordinates the contracts
between participating companies
for the job.
Nguyen said he makes contact and the organization.
"Students can get traineeships
with the chief executive officers of
companies to help students find throughout the year, ranging from
two months to 18 months," she
internships.
"We area diamond in the rough said.
Brackmann said that the inthat a lot of people don’t know
about: Nguyen said. "We definite- ternational chapter of AIESEC
ly want to create more awareness makes sure that a member country is stable. "both politically and
about AIESEC."
Nguyen said the internships are economically," beMre the country
entry-level positions in the areas of is accepted into the organizations
teaching and education, business network.
"There is an extensive screenmanagement, engineering and
computer/information technology ing and examination process,"
and community development po- Nguyen said of a country’s memsitions in non-governmental orga- bership. "Each year, the country is
reviewed:’
nizations.

"Students can get
traineeships throughout
the year, ranging from two
months to 18 months."
Ashley Brackmann,
reception coordinator

CENTER- Some faculty bring own children to day care
the children come from families
who live around campus.
"Compared to other preschools,
Parents who are interested in
sending their children to the pre- our fees are very reasonable, two
school lab program can apply half days a week cost $260 a month
through the university’s child and and so that’s very helpful for famidevelopment department. Applica- lies that are low on money:
Heather Diana, the mother of a
tions are accepted all year long, but
because of the limited enrollment 4-year-old who spends two aftercapacity, families are put on a wait- noons a week in the preschool lab,
ing list based on the date of receipt said she enjoys the convenience
of their application and contacted of the school, which is located at
walking distance from her home.
when they are vacancies.
She also appreciates the curricThe center has about 33 chilulum, which emphasizes outdoor
dren enrolled.
"Only two of the kids in our activities and creative learning.
"My daughter is very happy
preschool are children of faculty
members," Leblanc said, "most of with her preschool." Diana said. "I
Continued from page

am glad she could get in:’
Lutex Patague, a mother of
two who graduated from San Jose
State University’s child and development department in 2004 and
who used to be one of the student teacher at the preschool lab during
her senior year, now has her own
son in the program.
"I live in Milpitas but I like the
preschool’s approach to taking care
of children: Patague said. "There
are a lot of instructors but few kids
and the children get a lot of oneon-one interaction compared to
other schools, so I don’t mind the
15 -minute drive:’
Before taking CHAD 160, Pa-

tague wanted to work with older
children, but she enjoyed her experience with the youngsters so
much that she changed her mind
and decided to work as a Kindergarten teacher instead.
Like Patague, senior Brittany
Imaku, who is enrolled in the class
this semester and spends every
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon
in the preschool lab, said she
wants to work with kindergartners
or first graders.
"I like the way they are at this
age:’ Imaku said. "They are very
gentle. They put you in a good
mood right away and brighten
your day:

California global warming bill clouded by multiple lawsuits
goal is to reduce emissions to 1990
levels over the next 14 years.
"Reducing greenhouse gases is
GoverSACRAMENTO
nor Arnold Schwarzenegger on a hugely difficult challenge said
Wednesday is expected to sign Daniel Sperling, director of the
into law the United States’ first Institute of Transportation Studies
state cap on greenhouse gas emis- at the University of California, Dasions, after striking a deal with vis. "It’s going to be very difficult
legislative Democrats that brought with the auto regulations. Without
California and the governor global them, it’s going to be impossible."
Automakers have sued Californotoriety.
But even before the bill is signed, nia and Vermont for setting greenhouse gas emission standards on
the law’s future is in doubt.
Federal lawsuits related to vehicles, saying the rules are tangreenhouse gas issues, involving tamount to imposing a fuel-econCalifornia, Vermont and Massa- omy standard. Only the federal
chusetts, could cloud California’s government can set gas-mileage
latest attempt to be a leader in rules.
Meanwhile. Massachusetts and
the fight against global climate
11 other states, including Calichange.
At the heart of California’s at- fornia, are challenging the Bush
tempt to curb the gases believed administration’s decision not to
responsible for global warming are regulate heat-trapping carbon distate auto regulations that are be- oxide as a pollutant. The case is
ing challenged by U.S. and foreign before the U.S. Supreme Court.
Many scientists believe greenautomakers. The rules, adopted in
2004 by the state Air Resources house gases such as carbon dioxBoard, would force auto compa- ide, methane and nitrous oxide are
nies to cut emissions from their trapping heat in the atmosphere,
leading to a warming of the Earth
cars and light trucks.
Rulings favorable to industry and altering weather patterns,
would greatly complicate efforts to shrinking wildlife habitat and raiscut overall emissions in California, ing sea levels around the globe.
California is the world’s 12th
knocking out nearly a quarter of
the state’s reduction strategy. The largest producer of greenhouse
By Samantha Young
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’Ihey would have to find other
ways to force the transportation
sector to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by roughly 30 million
metric tons, about 20 percent of
the statewide cap.
Linda Adams, head of Schwarzenegger’s Environmental Protection Agency, said a court loss
would take away an essential tool.
"Any attempt to undo the progress California has made to reduce
climate change emissions would
threaten the state’s ability to meet
the governor’s goals: Adams said
in a statement.
As a precaution, state lawmakers inserted a provision into the
global warming bill that would
give the Air Resources Board
power to impose other regulations
on the auto industry designed to
reduce greenhouse gases.
But whether those emission reductions can be achieved through
other means is still a matter of debate.
At this time, Sperling, who
works closely with the auto industry, said no such technology
exists. Most experts agree the current auto regulations, set in a 2002
law that the air board adopted two
years later, are the easiest way to
reduce greenhouse gases.
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10% off for SJSU Students
Free wireless internet

gases, and experts warn that the
state will suffer if industries and
autos aren’t forced to cut their pollutants.
"If we don’t do something, California is going to be at risk for a
whole range of impacts that are
going to severely threaten the environment of California, the economy, public health and quality of
life," said Jason Barbose, a global
warming advocate from the nonprofit group Environment California.
State reports suggest that warmer weather would melt the Sierra
snowpack earlier, lead to flooding
in the Central Valley and the San
Francisco Bay area, alter growing
seasons for the country’s largest
agricultural land and threaten the
state’s water supply.
Climate change experts say the
state can’t afford to wait any longer to begin scaling back its carbon emissions
slashing its use
of fossil fuels such as oil, gas and
coal.
But a win in court for the auto
industry on the previous regulations would send state regulators
scrambling to meet the deadlines
outlined in the global warming bill
that Schwarzenegger is scheduled
to sign this week.

225 E. Santa Clara Street
San Jose, CA
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Racquets and backpacks line the gym
walls and shuttlecocks fly through the air
in the Spartan Complex room 44A, where
the San lose State University badminton
club practices on Fridays.
"Knowing that this is not a big sport, the
badminton club gives people the chance
to join together and play as often as they
want:" said freshman Elaine Chan.
The badminton club has more than 160
members, said Gong Chen, the club’s ad-

viser and supervisor.
"Having the badminton club is good
for social interaction, networking, and just
meeting a lot of people interested in the
same thing as you:" said Michael Leung, a
sophomore majoring in business who has
been a part of the club for two years.
According to the SJSU badminton Web
site, the team offers a ladder where club
members have an opportunity to challenge
other club members in games according to
single, doubles, men and women. The ladder
was designed so dub members could contin-

ue to improve their badminton abilities.
"It is a good club because the students
have the opportunity to play at different
levels:’ Chen said.
Nathan Barns, the president of the club,
said that over the summer, the club, along
with other dubs on campus, gets the chance
to table outside the Student Union to recruit
incoming freshman and transfer students.
"The badminton club is the best way to
meet people who also like to play:" Barnes
said.
The club provides shuttlecocks, also

CLASSIFIEDS
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card

EMPLOYMENT
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business.
Perfect for students Earn up to $250 every
weekend. Must have reliable truck. Heavy
lifting is req’d. Call 408 292-7876 or www.
astrojump.corn
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PLUS
seeking Infant, Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. FT& PT positions avail Substitute
positions are also avail that offer flex hrs. ECE
units are req’d for teacher positions but not
req’d for Aide positions. Excellent opportundy
for Child Develop majors. Call Cathy for an
interviews 244-1968 X16 or fax res. to 2487433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks
responsible individuals for extended daycare.
PT, PMs. No ECE units regd. Previous childcare exp. a must. Please call 248-2464
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Hiring. Security-All Hrs 24/7. PT/ FT Possible Commute
Scheduler-Eves PT (408)247-4827

LIFESKILLSTRMNER
Upbeat, fun work environ teaching basic
life skills to developmentally disabled adults
in their home and community. Work around
Your school sched. FT/ PT/ NOW HIRING
San Jose/ E. Bay $10-13 to start + MILEAGE
REIMBURSEMENT. email resume to personnelScypressilecorn or fax to 408-490-2794.
ATTENTION SPARTANS Welcome back! Are
you looking for part-time/ full-time work to help
you get through the school semester? Well,
look no further Corinthian Parking Services is
looking for valet parking attendants for our local shopping malls, hotels and private events.
We will work around your school schedule
Requirements for an interview
I Must have a valid California Class C license
Must provide a current DMV printout
MUST be responsible, well-groomed and
punctual.
MUST HAVE EXCELLENT CUSTOMER
SERVICE SKILLS
If you qualify, please call Kyle at 408-9815894 for an interview
LOS GATOS SWIM a RACQUET CLUB is
currently accepting applications in the following depts: Front Desk, Fitness Staff, Childcare
& Maintenance. Must be outgoing & able to
multi-task. Good customer service skills a +.
PT-AM/PM shifts avail. Call (408) 356-2136 or
fax res to (408) 358-2593
SITTERS WANTED. $10 or more per hour.
Register FREE for .jobs at www student-sitters.com.
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program. Indoor pool Exp with children a must. Teaching
exp. not req’d. AM/ PM/ WE shifts avail. Email
res to sdavisSavac us
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EARN 82500+ MONTHLY and more to type
Simple ads online. wmv.dataentrytypers.corn
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NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job,
the SJSU Career Center can help! Register
with SpartaSystem (the Career Center’s
online career management tool) & access
over 1,400 job listings on SpartaJOBS, the
Career Center’s official job & internship bank.
It’s easy Visit us at www careercenter.sjsu
edu, sign in with your tower card ID & search
SpartaJOBS! New jobs are added daily.
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SJSU club gives students a chance to smash one another
known as birdies, for practicing, but it is
up to the members to bring their own racquets and proper badminton clothing. according to the Web site.
There is a $10 fee, which is mandatory
for members to pay before participating in
any of the practices or challenges.
"This is my first time coming to practice:"
said Anh Nguyen, a junior majoring in justice studies. "1 came because 1 played before
and wanted new people to play with:’
According to Chen, the club first started
in 1991 and was open for one semester. It
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SPOUTS

The San Jose University badminton dub meets every Friday in
Spartan Complex room 44A from 11:30 am. to 2:30 p.m.

TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PIT Instructors,
elem schools
Degree/ Cred NOT required
Opportunity for teaching exp Need Car
VM(408) 287-4170Ext 408
EOE/ AAE

STUDENT WORK
Part-time/ Flexible schedules
$17.70 BASE - appl.
VECTOR, the company for students, has parttime openings available for customer sales/
service. The positions offer numerous unique
beneets for students, including
- HIGH STARTING PAY
-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
- Internships possible
- All majors may apply
- Scholarships awarded
annually, conditions apply
- No experience necessary
- Training provided
VVatch for us on-campus throughout the semester, or call (408) 866-1100 or
(650) 940-9400-9arn-5p
workforstudents.corn/ sjsu

restarted in 1995 and has been going on
since then.
Club members can also join a competitive team within the club itself, which gives
them the opportunity to play in matches
against other schools.
Last year, the team placed second in the
Northern California Intercollegiate Badminton League, where it played schools
such as the UC Davis, and UC Berkeley.
"It is optional for students to join the team
if they want to play competitively:" Barnes
said.
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Questions on how to place your classified, Call 408.924 3277

BABYSITTER/MOTHER’S HELPER needed
part-time (15-20hrs/wk) for 7-mos. old Lightrail access: close to 87 & 85 (6 mi south of
SJSU, nr Oakridge Mall) sglazereemailejsu
edu or (408) 924-5639
WORK W/ DISABLED CHILD. 4 miles from
campus, 10-15 hrshvk, afternoons, exp w/
devel. disabled a plus, but will train, must like
kids: $14/hr. Must have reliable transportation.
(408)926-3944
ARTIST ASSISTANT: 2 pus avail. FT. PT, Flex
Hrs. Be handy w/ tools, gen office, computer
skills, drawing & art exp. Steady, reliable work,
close to SJSU. Call now, Ed.408.984.4020
PROF. SEEKS DRIVER Professor seeks
reliable driver w/perfect record for SJSU and
Evergreen classes/appts. & errands Call 9245522 or 732-2756
PART TIME TELLER WANTED We have
openings at both our Cash Plus locations San
Jose on Meridian 2 blocks south of Hamilton
and Sunnyvale on W El Camino Real Flexible hours, must have exceptional customer
relations skills. 2-3 weeks training at our
Sunnyvale location will be required Starting
$9.00 hr. E-mail resume to archerScashplus
cc or come in and apply 1712 Meridian Ste
H San Jose 95125 or 189W El Camino Real
Sunnyvale 94087
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED: Must be reliable.
If you have a skill in sports - tennis, aerobics,
pirates, yoga, karate, soccer, bball, language,
chess, dance etc.- we can use your skills! Ask
about our class credit program We offer $2025/ hr per exp.
Certification opportunity avail
Fax res. today 408.971.4761 or visit www.
ca mpcarternet
SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED! No experience necessary. Knowledge of Freestyle,
Backstroke, and Breastroke required. $11/ hr
start. call 408-446-5600
or come by 1080 South De Anza Blvd., Cupertino for applications
CUST SERVICE REP Downtown Commercial
Brokerage Seeking Motivated, Career-Oriented Employees for telemarketing positions
and customer service. Call Jennifer at 408
947-3000
FUN NANNY NEEDED! To care for our 3
children Monday-Fridays from 1’30-5:30. Must
have own car and good driving record. References required. $16 per hour (408)772-3492
BABYSITTEFt/CHILDCARE Energetic and
kind person needed for two great children
ages 10 and 4 Flexible hours, days or
evenings. $10 per hour. Must have transportation to and from Los Gatos. Please apply in
person at our office:
Golden State Activewear
2070 South 7th Street Suite E
SJ, CA 95112
Between Phelan and Tully. Ask for Scott or
Laurie. (408)391-9643

2

FOR SALE

Mile Hi Valet Service at the Santa Clara Marriott are in need
of some energetic people interested in a
stress free, low
maintenance job where you will leave with
cash daily! FT/ PT,
all shifts available, $675 tips (valet), $7 75/ hr
(cashier).
Call or email us for more info! 44scamhvs net
/ (408)970-6154 (408)970-6154
WANTED! Wait Person/ Helper PT Flex Hrs
Kumako. 211 E. Jackson St The only New
York Style Ramon in area. Great future Call
Art (408) 286-2111 or visit us

FOR RENT
3BD-2BA-2 BLOCKS FROM
SJSU
3bd apartment with walk In closets Great
for students/ roommates!! Great Floor Plan!
VVasher & Dryers on premisis Parking available!) Only $1.275 mo, may work with you on
the deposit!! email, sjminvalacil corn
STUDIO APT. 4 Blks to SJSU’ $730/ ma
melds utIls, prking & laundry (408)559-1358

6
3

MATTRESSES a FURNITURE BRAND NEW
Twin/Full-$175, Outten-$199, King-$299.
5-Pc. Bdrm. Set-$499, Sofa/Love-4499 Can
Deliver. (408) 272-7000

YOURTRUEROUTETO
FAIR TRADE.
Unique crafts and coffees produced for
living wages Receive 10% off any in store
purchase, or 20% off when you bring a friend
Offer good through 9/30/06. Pagesincolor corn
888 E Santa Clara St, al 19th St. San Jose
Open 1030-3 Mon-Fri, 10 30-7 Sat/ Sun
(408)924-0846
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HOW TO PLAY
Each row must contain
the numbers 1 to 9,
each column must contain the numbers 1 to
9, and each set of 3 by
3 boxes must contain
the numbers 1 to 9

EVENTS
JOB FAIR! ACTION DAY/PRIMARY PLUS
Schools will have a lob fair on Tuesday, Sept
26
5 00pm to 7 00pm We are located at 3030
Moorpark Ave. San Jose For more into call
Cathy at 244-1968 X16

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDMNG for your paper
or dissertation Experienced. Efficient. Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago styles. ESL is a
specialty. Grace'(831)252-1108 or EvagraceSaol corn or visit www gracenotesediting.corn

WANTED
$SPERM DONORS NEEDEDS Up to WO/
month Healthy Men, in college or w/college
degree, wanted for our anonymous sperm
donor program Help people realize their
dreams of starting a family Apply Online.
vnvw.cryobankdonors corn
Required.Transportation Assistant for 13 year
old 7th grader Must have automobile. Reply
to (408) 482-7613.

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim
for products or services advertised
below nor is there any guaranThe classified coltee implied.
umns of the Spartan Daily consist
of paid advertising and offers are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper.
Certain advertisements in these
columns may refer the reader to
specific telephone numbers or
addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making these
further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should carefully investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for
discount vacations or merchandise.

Lost somelnin 011
UMW

found something 011
campus?
Lost and found ads ar

lookinfl for a place...

provided for tree as a

to sell Mal cunic

service to Me campus

zirconia lie dave you?

community.
D1311 209 10 AM lo 3PM M-TII

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spines. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted
Into an ad line. The first line will be satin bold type and upper case for no extra charge up
10 20 spaces A minimum of three lines is required Deadline is 10.00 am , 2-weekdays prior
to publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD,
4
1
DAYS
2
3
$2500
RATE $10.00 $1500 $2000
$250 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE
$300 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY
RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY ALL ADS ARE PREPAID
NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT. 40+ consecutive issues 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount Ads must be placed In person in DBM 209 from
10 AM or 3PM. STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student a individual ads
only. Not Intended for businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not
WAY
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$99
November 1-4, 2006, Hyatt-Valencia, CA Reg
istrat ion includes workshops, events, materials, business/ student mentor forum and more.
www awebb org/718-715-2998
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TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Prepare to be
knighted
6 Garment edges
10 Seafood entree
14 Main artery
15 Like
16 Man of the haus
17 Citrus fruit
18 Audition tape
19 Singer Adams
20 Kudu cousins
22 Naive (hyph.)
24 Kind of storm,
in sci-fi
26 Trunk contents
27 Hot pepper
31 Space widths
32 Depleting
33 Pipe up
36 Ruby or Sandra
39 Not green
40 Molecule
components
41 Fish organ
42 Scale notes
43 Enthusiasm
44 Spring month
45 Cooler
46 Turns on an axis
48 Zodiac sign
51 Still
52 Like Many pearls
54 Took a break
59 Coup
60 Think-tank output
62 Coastline
63 Alaskan seaport
64 Mild oath
65 Roman garment
66 Walked
67 Cell phone button
68 Pilots control

DOWN
1 Leafy vegetable
2 Eggnog time
3 A funny Bombeck

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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R) 2006 UnSed Feature Syndicate, Inc
9-14-08
4 London school
38 1-louse wings
40 Omens
5 Touchdown
41 Academic slat
6 Came clovin
7 Barely scraped by 43 Meditation
guide
8 Says with
44 Vouches for
gestures
45 Protruded
9 Garden pro47 Above,
duce (2 wds.)
to Tennyson
10 Shouts hurrah
48 Instruct
11 Change colors
49 Texas tourist
12 Zodiac ram
13 Reproduced
site
50 Bulrush
21 Mama’s boy
52 Dollar fraction
23 Tug sharply
53 Campus figure
25 Robins’
55 Boarded up
domiciles
27 Biceps exercise 56 Morrison or
Braxton
28 Vast region
29 Kennel sounds 57 Mr. Sevareid
dir.
58
Patio cousin
Compass
30
34 Gambletr:csilysl 61 Build on to
35 George
36 Soap target
37 Nobelist
Wiese!
92606

111111 MINIM
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MEM MEM
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MUM KAMM Mad
MUM MIME MI=
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Campus officials prepare response plan for avian flu
By Heather Driscoll
A/4 &at’, 11, ’titer
A possihk mutation of the avian
flu has prompted a San Jose State
l’inversity planning committee to
develop a pandemic response plan
designed to protect university students and staff members but still
allow normal activity to continue.
Roger Elrod, Student Health
Center director, is overseeing the
eft.oris of the plan and said the
university is trying to incorporate
practical ideas and focus on being
ready for the possible mutation.
"So far, we submitted a draft of
the plan in May of this year," Elrod
said. "What’s happening now is, the
draft is sort of a skeleton from the
various departments involved, and
now we’re going back to review the
plan and ask questions like, ‘What
does this really mean?’"
Elrod says that the committee,
made up of various officials from
around campus, is at a phase where

the different departments are trying to fix the glitches in the plan
and keep in compliance with the
guidelines of the World Health Organization.
For nearly two years, health experts have been keeping track of the
number of fatalities linked to a new
form of avian flu, and as of Aug. 23,
the World Health Organization has
reported 241 cases and 141 deaths
connected to the disease.
Health officials believe that
nearly all these cases are due to
contact with infected birds and
warn that this virus could mutate
into human -to-human transmission, according to the World Health
Organization’s Web site.
Elrod warns that the case of a
pandemic is serious, whether it is
avian flu or not.
’A pandemic is the notion that
there is no treatment other than
to try to stay as far away from the
cause as possible:’ Elrod said. "All

you’re left to rely on is natural defenses:
Even though the flu has not affected the Western Hemisphere,
the wild birds infected with the
disease are now passing it on to
domestic birds, helping the disease
spread more rapidly. Elrod said.
"Because humans raise chickens and ducks, the possibility with
them coming into physical contact
with the virus is much higher: Elrod said.
One SJSU student thinks that
there is nothing to worry about
and that the chance of the virus affecting Americans is a long shot.
"This is exactly what they said
about the West Nile Virus: said
Josh Studer, a junior majoring in
business. "They tried to scare us
with that big threat and nothing
happened. I think it’s just a bunch
of crap:
According to the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Preven-

tion, more than 15,000 people in
the United States have tested positive for West Nile Virus infection
since 1999, including more than
500 deaths.
University Police Department
Lt. Ron Hackenberg, assisting with
the plan, said his job is to make sure
the plan coordinates with the basic
emergency plan of the university.
"I just have to coordinate the
emergency aspect of it," Hackenberg said. "As far as the detailed
plan itself, I am really not that involved, but if this were to actually
occur, I would have to make sure
the university acts accordingly to
the emergency procedures:’
Elrod said the main purpose
of the plan is to be prepared and
ready just in case the mutation
were to occur.
"There have been a few encouraging signs so far: Elrod said. "One
of them is that there have been no
signs that the disease has mutated."

STUDY- Health center urges drinking be done in moderation
Continued from page 1

reer Center.
"How you get to know people is through
tion and how frequently the respondents visited networking: Wilkes said. "It is the face-to-face
bars, according to the study.
contacts that really pay off. A person who is a
The study was published by Reason Founda- good networker will probably advance further
tion, a nonprofit libertarian organization.
and faster in their career."
According to the study, women earn 14 percent
Restrictions on alcohol use can be anti-social
more than nondrinkers and men earn 10 percent and have a negative impact on the economy,
more than nondrinkers. Men who visit a bar at least according to the study. Encouraging people to
once a month earn an additional 7 percent more.
drink less can cause people to drink in a private
The study stated that moderate drinkers earn environment and decrease their socializing, the
more money because of social capital. Stringham study claimed.
said that when people engage in social drinking,
"When people are simply attempting to
they meet people, network and increase their persuade people to drink less, I think that is
chances to meet potential employers and earn legitimate," Stringham said. "What I do have
more money.
a problem with is when people try to restrict
"Engaging in responsible social drinking individual choices, because restricting is going
has the potential to increase one’s productivity: to encourage people to engage in drinking in
Stringham said.
not social settings:
Networking and socializing is important to
Drinking moderately may have a few healthdo in the professional world, according to Mar- ful benefits, but drinking can have emotional
garet Wilkes. job fair coordinator at SJSU Ca- and physical consequences, according to Dana

Hughes, prevention education program coordinator for SJSU Student Health Center. Moderate
or casual drinkers can potentially have a drinking problem.
"We are lucky that at San Jose State we have
a lower rate of alcohol use: Hughes said. "The
number of students who are alcoholic are quite
low. A person does not have to be an alcoholic
to have a problem with drinking:
Hughes said even one night of heavy drinking can have an impact.
"Keeping it in moderation is always important," Hughes said. "The vast majority of students
are drinking in groups. Even in a group setting
students may be drinking more than is healthy"
Drinking alcohol moderately does not guarantee a higher income, according to Stringharn.
"I would say that people who drink earn
all different income levels," Stringham said.
"Drinking per se is not something extremely costly. The fact of the matter is, there are
many low-income people who drink as well."

Suit challenges lethal injection
unusual punishment in 1994.
conscious once the paralyzing
U.S. District Judge Jeremy Fo- agent began coursing through their
gel, who put Morales’ execution veins.
SAN FRANCISCO First a
Logs showed some were still
sedative courses through a con- on hold in February, will hear tesdemned inmate’s bloodstream, timony from former wardens, exe- breathing more than a minute after
then a paralyzing agent and finally cution team members and medical receiving the initial sedative, raising the possibility it was not workprofessionals.
a heart -stopping drug.
Lawyers for Morales, 46, claim ing properly.
To witnesses viewing the execu’I suppose from an existential
tion at San Quentin State Prison, the effort to make the killing apit’s like watching a man take a nap pear painless has further jeopar- level, we don’t know whether someone being executed is suffering too
dized the condemned.
for about 10 minutes.
Intravenous lines that are more much pain: said Ellen Kreitzberg,
But to defense lawyers who will
director of the Death Penalty Colargue Tuesday in San Jose federal than 6 feet long allowing execucourt that it violates the Eighth tioners to keep their distance from lege at Santa Clara University. "An
Amendment ban on cruel and un- the inmate and remain out of site execution doesn’t have to be without any pain, just without unnecesusual punishment, the state’s meth- from witnesses could kink and
sary pain to be constitutional:’
od of lethal injection merely masks malfunction.
If improperly sedated by prison
For Morales to be executed,
an excruciating death.
"There’s a desire not to cause staffers who are not licensed medi- Fogel ordered two licensed anesdiscomfort to the press, execution cal practitioners, a paralyzing agent thesiologists to be on hand at San
team and everybody else who is that only makes the inmate appear Quentin to ensure Morales was
witnessing it," said Elisabeth Semel, serene may cause internal burning unconscious. In the alternative,
director of the Death Penalty Clin- pain, defense lawyers assert, citing he said the prison could use just
ic at the University of California, a 2005 article in the British medical a sedative, but it would have to be
injected by a licensed practitioner
Berkeley, who spoke on behalf of journal, the Lancet.
Medical records show Crips such as a doctor, nurse, dentist,
lawyers challenging the state’s exgang co-founder Stanley Williams paramedic or other medical techecution method.
The litigation surrounding the was executed in December even nicians.
Hours before Morales was to
after an executioner failed to hook
execution of Michael Morales on
death row for raping. torturing and up a backup intravenous line to be be executed, the anesthesiologists
withdrew, citing ethical concerns.
murdering a 17-year-old Stockton used if one of the others clogged.
Fogel said he was concerned The prison then opted for the onegirl 25 years ago, spawned a state
moratorium on capital punishment that Williams and five others ex- drug method, but couldn’t find
ecuted were conscious longer than anybody licensed who would perearlier this year.
form the injection. A host of mediExecutions have also been halted they should have been.
California Attorney General Bill cal trade organizations denounced
in Delaware, Missouri, New Jersey
Lodger claims the procedure is le- licensed practitioners from particiaS those states, too, face challenges to
gal and he hopes to resume execu- pating in state-sanctioned killings.
injection procedures. but those states
The three-drug protocol used
have not yet embarked on a prolonged tions as 652 killers await their fate
in previous California executions
on death row, the nation’s largest.
legal hearing over lethal injection.
"California’s lethal injection takes about 10 minutes to kill an
The U.S. Supreme Court has
upheld executions in general, and protocol is a humane and consti- inmate while the one-drug method
has never declared any form of the tutional method for carrying out takes 30 minutes or more.
Morales’ defense team has said
death penalty unconstitutional de- the criminal sentence imposed on
Michael Morales more than two overdosing with sedatives would
spite the pain it may cause.
Still, the outcome of the case decades ago," said Locicyer spokes- be more humane than the three could have reverberations for the man Nathan Baranlcin. "Unlike drug cocktail.
Winchell’s mother, Barbara
future of capital punishment as Morales’ brutal murder and rape
inmates across the country mount of Terri Winchell in 1981, his sen- Christian, said Monday that she
challenges to a procedure many tence will be neither cruel nor un- wants Morales to die as intended.
"As a mother I don’t care what
believe is more humane than death
After reviewing medical logs of kind of pain Morales feels because
by firing squad, hanging, gas or in
six San Quentin executions, Fo- of what he did to my daughter." she
the electric chair.
California began using lethal gel blocked Morales’ killing and said. "He showed her no mercy
injection after a federal judge de- said he had ’substantial questions" when she cried out for it. He declared the gas chamber cruel and about whether inmates were still serves no mercy."
By David Kravets

Amelia ted

E. coli-infected spinach linked to
same plant, same packaging day
By Lisa Leff
ilomciated
Two
SAN FRANCISCO
bags of Dole baby spinach that
tested positive for the E. coli strain
that’s sickened 175 people nationwide were packaged at the same
plant on the same day, California
health officials said Monday.
That information has helped
investigators tracing the source
of the tainted greens narrow their
search at nine farms in three California counties, said Dr. Kevin
Reilly, deputy director of prevention services for the California
Department of Health Services.
The tainted bags, which were
found in Utah over the weekend
and in New Mexico last week, were
processed at the San Juan Bautista
plant of Natural Selection Foods
LLC during the same shift on
Aug. 15, according to Reilly. The
company, which grows, packages
and ships spinach under multiple
brands, has been the focus of federal and state inspectors working
to pinpoint the cause of the E. coli
outbreak.
"We are looking very aggressively at what was produced on
that date," Reilly said. "Much of
the feedback we got from patients
right now was related to Dole
packaging:’
Reilly said it was too soon to
say whether any other brands
besides Dole would turn out to
have been contaminated. As far
as processing plants, inspectors
are focusing exclusively on Natural Selection at this point, he
added.
Calls to Dole’s headquarters in
Westlake Village were not immediately returned Monday.
So far, 175 people have been
sickened after eating spinach, the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration said Monday. More than half

were hospitalized, in93
cluding a 77 -year-old Wisconsin
woman who died.
Howard Backer, California’s
acting public health officer, said
he expected to see few new E.
coli cases being reported, other
than 27 suspected cases that have
yet to be confirmed as related to
the spinach outbreak Two other
deaths have been reported in suspected cases a child in Idaho
and an elderly woman in Marybut those cases still are
land
being investigated.
"We probably are seeing the
tail end of the outbreak," Backer
said. "Partly as a result of spinach
being taken off from the market,
there is not ongoing contamination:’
Although the FDA has recommended that people not eat fresh,
raw spinach, it said Friday that
spinach grown anywhere outside
California’s Salinas Valley is safe
to eat.
Salinas Valley farmers and
growers were developing new
food safety guidelines they need
to have approved by the FDA before the agency lifts its consumer
warning on locally grown and
packaged spinach.
"At this point, there is not a
finalized proposal, but I know
there is a lot of effort going forward with that right now: Reilly
said Monday.
Meanwhile, two companies in
the Pacific Northwest voluntarily
recalled some of their products
over the weekend because they
may contain spinach supplied by
Natural Selection Foods,
Seattle-based Triple B Corp.
recalled salad products distributed to retail stores and delis in
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana that had "use by" dates
of Aug. 22 through Sept. 20.

You’ve done some
stupid things
for entertainment.
This isn’t one of them.
Comcast Digital Cable & High-Speed Internet
for one low price of $54.99/mo for 9 months.
Plus FREE installation when you call now!
Make the smart choice.
Sign up today!

@onicast

1.800.COMCAST

And don’t forget to ask about Comcast Digital \km.,

- ’tow available!
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